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Executive Summary
Overview
This report presents the feasibility assessment of the
greenway path, Kumeū River - Huapai to Kumeū Town
Centre (6) prioritised by the Rodney Local Board various
routes identified in the Kumeū, Huapai, Waimauku and
Riverhead Greenways Plan.

Proposed Scope Statement:
Section 1 - Oraha Road to New World
Section 1 - 3.0m wide concrete path (1.57km long)
including vegetation clearance and land remediation.
Proposed riparian planting.
Section 2 - Main Road to Esplanade Reserve
Section 2 - 1.2m wide concrete footpath within AT
road corridor (160m long)

Huapai and Kumeū have separate small rural town centres,
however, are very close in proximity to each other (1.5 km).
Currently, the only link between them is via Main Road,
an extremely high traffic volume road which is SH16 upon
Section 3 - Oraha Road to Main Road
entering and leaving the townships. Kumeū River meanders
Section 3 - Widen existing concrete path to 3.0m
along the northern edge of the two centres and is located
(385m long)
at the base of the hill sloping up to Koraha Road. For the
most part, the proposed route is positioned within a natural
esplanade reserve with a fairly level topography featuring a
mix of native trees, exotic pine and weed species. The urban
boundary alongside the esplanade is largely occupied by
light industrial businesses, some of which encroach directly
in to the river margin. The river is currently cluttered with
vegetative debris and discarded waste from the surrounding Engaging with the community and mana whenua has
been an important part of the process and one of the key
urban environment.
foundations to developing the Kumeū/Huapai communities.
A river esplanade connecting the town centres will require a The continuation of the engagement process alongside
path approximately 1.3km in length. A shared pathway offers professional knowledge has been an important contribution
a safer, more pleasant connection between the Huapai and to the shared path proposals presented in this feasibility
Kumeū town centres and has the potential to connect with study.
the existing pedestrian bridge at Weza Lane. Huapai River
Reserve is attached to the civic area of Huapai town centre
and travels alongside the Huapai River. Presently a modest
1.8m wide walkway traverses the park from two locations
on Main Road/SH16 to Oraha Road. To compliment the
proposed greenway along Kumeū River, it is suggested to
The feasibility study aligns with both the Kumeū, Huapai,
widen this existing walkway to a 3m wide shared path.
Waimauku and Riverhead Greenways Plan and the Rodney
The feasibility work leads on from the Rodney Greenways Local Board Plan 2017. The design principles have been
Plan and is identified as a priority route within the larger formulated from a collaboration of best practice walking
greenway network. The proposed greenway has been and cycling standards, the Auckland Design Manual, and
organised into a series of sections that allow for a staged the Local Path Design Guide (March 2017). The design
framework is based on the following principles: they must
construction implementation to suit funding availability.
be safe, connected, accessible, comfortable and enabling.
Together they are intended to work with the Te Aranga
Design Principles by providing more fine grained direction to
the development of Victoria Street greenway.

Key Findings

Next Steps

•

•

•

•

•

Engagement

Design Principles & Strategy
Alignment

•

•

The proposed priority route is a shared path linking the
Esplanade Reserve, Kumeū River Huapai, to the Kumeū
Town Centre that provides a safer, more pleasant
connection between the Huapai and Kumeū town
centres than the existing narrow footpath along busy
SH16.
The feasibility study has identified that subject to
various constraints the greenway paths as scoped below
provide significant benefits measured against the design
principles and is feasible to progress further subject to
securing funding.
The feasibility of the Kumeū River greenway project is
dependent on the integration and interface with the
Healthy Waters Kumeū River Floodway project.
The Grennways Network for Kumeū River Huapai, to
the Kumeū Town presents a series of routes intersecting
throughout the neighbourhoods of both townships,
including a circuit of the rural urban boundary and a
series of bridle paths .
The proposed routes extend into land earmarked for
future urban growth, providing a long term vision creating
pedestrian/cycle connectivity between established and
future urban neighbourhoods. River corridors and local
streets have been predominantly chosen as future
greenway routes providing links to recreation areas, local
services and amenities.
Council ownership of the esplanade reserve along the
route of the proposed greenway is interrupted by one
privately owned property extending to the river edge.
In order to make the river path connection feasible
access an easement is required subject to landowners
permission as the northern side of the river inclines
steeply and is unsuitable.

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

The next steps after the feasibility study phase
include detailed site investigations, design,
landowner approval and any regulatory and/or
consenting requirements to be met before physical
works can commence.
Further investigations required
• Marine and Terrestrial Ecology
• Survey
• Geotechnical
• Land contamination testing
• Archeology
• Arboricultural
• Cultural Values Assessment
• Hydrology and Flooding Assessment
• Coastal Processes Assessment
Funding considerations
Design and consent phase
• Developed design
• Assessment of environmental effects
• Resource and building consents
• Landowner approvals
• Construction documentation
Construction Considerations
• Staging options
• Construction timeframes and seasonal
considerations
Explore negotiating access rights through the
property via an easement or acquisition with the
land owners.
Continue to work closely with Healthy Waters
regarding how the Kumeū River greenway can be
integrated with the Kumeū River Floodway project.
Continue to work with the public, project partners
and key stakeholders throughout the Kumeū River
greenway design process to ensure that there is a
shared understanding of the risks and complexity
associated with the site and also to ensure that
their concerns and aspirations are consistently
understood and considered.
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1.0
Purpose + Background

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to analyse the feasibility
of developing a walkway connection from Huapai to Kumeū
Town Centre, which is identified as one of the priority
Greenway routes suggested in the Rodney Greenways Plan.
The Rodney Greenways Plan presents a vision of an entire
network of greenways connecting town centres, schools,
public facilities, recreation areas and public transport hubs.
This is a long-term aim of significantly improving walking,
cycling and ecological connections within and between the
urban and rural environs of the Rodney Local Board area.
The purpose of the Rodney Greenways Plan was to provide
a thorough exploration of places and destinations which
would greatly benefit from walking and cycling connections.
The route alignments have been clearly identified in the
Greenways plan, however, a detailed feasibility study is
required to form logical solutions.
The purpose of the feasibility study is to look at potential
alignments of the proposed pathway, and the range of
potential issues and opportunities that may arise from
any such alignments. This study presents a strategy of
implementation, indicating the details necessary to deliver a
comprehensive greenway path.

1.2 Background | Rodney Greenways Local Path Plans
Background Rodney Greenways Local Path Plans

Greenway Prioritisation

·
·
·

The process for identifying the four routes to receive funding
was workshopped with the Rodney Local Board Transport,
Infrastructure and Environment Committee on 3 August and
12 October 2017.

In 2014 the Rodney Local Board released ‘The Rodney Local
Board Plan’ which contained a community driven set of
aspirations, goals and outcomes. Based on the vision for
wider Auckland expressed in the Auckland Plan 2012, the
Given the significant number of priority routes identified, a
Rodney Local Board presented a vision to ‘create the world’s The Rodney Local Board has adopted three Greenway - Local detailed exercise was undertaken to determine the routes
Path Plans:
most liveable city at local level.’
where the budget could provide the greatest benefit.
Engaging with the Rodney community has been an important
process and one of the key foundations to developing the
Plan. Applying community feedback with professional
knowledge resulted in key initiatives being identified to guide
and facilitate the delivery of Rodney Local Boards vision.
Although many issues were identified during community
consultation, a recurring theme was to create a healthy,
safe, and well-connected environment to live work and play
in. It was identified that the creation of a greenways plan
would be a tangible way to achieve many of the goals and
outcomes to successfully deliver the aspirational vision for
Rodney.
“Auckland’s greenways plans are a series of visionary networks
being worked on by local boards. Their long-term aim is to
greatly improve, walking, cycling, recreational and ecological
connections across the region” (Auckland Council).
The Rodney Local Board Plan 2017 communicates a recommitment to their aspirations, goals and outcomes set out
in 2014. Key initiatives have progressed and been refined to
integrate the growth opportunities Rodney has experienced
through Auckland’s population expansion.

Wellsford
Kumeū, Huapai, Waimauku and Riverhead
Pūhoi to Pakiri

The plans are based on engagement with the local
communities to identify the aspirations for walking, cycle
and bridal connections in their local areas. Various iwi
engagement sessions with representatives were held during
the development of the plans, following initial research and
GIS mapping, local board and internal and external agency
stakeholder workshops.

During these works a set of criteria for prioritising Rodney
Greenways priority routes was tabled for feedback from
board members.

These criteria were used to develop a scoring matrix to
prioritise the adopted greenways plan priorities for allocating
budget towards detailed feasibility. During the development
The three plans introduce 44 routes that have been identified of the scoring matrix the opportunity presented itself
for the communities in Rodney.
to centralise all adopted greenways plan priority route
information into one document – Rodney Greenways Priority
Financial constraints and restricted time frames required the Matrix.
Local Board to identify which of these routes would be most
desirable and valuable for each community, in addition to The matrix allowed for the consideration of a broader set of
considering which would be most suitable to develop as a criteria and embedded links to priority route maps.
foundation project.
Of the 44 proposed routes, four priority projects were
recommended by Auckland Council staff to receive funding
from the $250,000 allocated by the Rodney Local Board to
plan for the delivery of the adopted local plan.

1.3 Background | Priority Route 6 Description (Kumeū River Greenway)
The prioritised greenway presented for this study is a shared
path linking the Esplanade Reserve, to the Kumeū Town
Centre. Huapai and Kumeū have separate small rural town
centres, however, they are within 1.5 km in proximity to
each other. Currently the only link between them is via Main
Road, an extremely high traffic volume road which is SH16
upon entering and leaving the townships.
Kumeū River meanders along the northern edge of the
two centres and is located at the base of the hill sloping
up to Koraha Road. The majority of the proposed route is
positioned within a natural esplanade reserve with a fairly
level topography featuring a mix of native trees, exotic
pine and weed species. The urban boundary alongside the
esplanade is largely occupied by light industrial businesses,
some of which encroach directly in to the river margin.
The river is currently cluttered with vegetative debris and
discarded waste from the surrounding urban environment.
A river esplanade connecting the town centres will require a
path approximately 1.3km in length.
A shared pathway offers a safer, more pleasant connection
between the Huapai and Kumeū town centres and has the
potential to connect with the existing pedestrian bridge at
Weza Lane.

2.0
Engagement + Consultation

2.1 Consultation Background
Engagement and Consultation History
The Greenways Plan was developed through a three phase
process. The first phase involved the local board discussing
and agreeing on the vision for Rodney Greenways, and
setting up a working party to monitor and review the plan
as it developed.
After a period of desktop analysis, a high-level network of
walking and cycling connections were mapped out. These
provided an understanding of the broad landscape patterns
within the study area and were used to guide phase two.
During this phase, workshops were held with key
stakeholders including Mana Whenua, Auckland Transport
and other Council staff to inform them of the project, and to
understand linked policies or projects that could affect the
Greenways Plan.
Phase two involved further analysis that led to the
development of draft routes, these were placed onto
background maps in preparation for community engagement.
Community engagement involved a two phase approach.
First being a targeted consultation process with key
community groups, this involved a draft route assessment
workshop to gather feedback on proposed path alignments.
Following further analysis by relevant Council departments
and Auckland Transport, a wider public consultation process
began.
The public consultation period was open from September
5th-30th 2016 on the Shape Auckland website where the
public could view the draft routes and submit feedback online.
Within the consultation period, a series of workshops and a
drop-in session were held around the Riverhead - Kumeū/
Huapai area. This consultation and engagement process not
only clarified the social, cultural and environmental purpose
of the pathways it also developed a sense of ownership as
part of the development process.

2.2 Engagement
Kumeū Greenways Feasibility
Study Engagement Plan

town greenway path was conducted on Monday 7 May. A
number of environmental and pedestrian access matters
were identified during this visit including:
• Pedestrian safety through thick vegetation on proposed
route
• Weed management
Based on our understanding of the wider process of
• Soil pollution/effects of end tipping from adjacent
developing, design and implementing a greenway, feedback
industrial properties
from Council staff, as well as the nature of the Feasibility
• Sediment control within Kumeū River
Study a formal consultation with the wider community was
not undertaken. A recent and in-depth consultation process
Ngāti Whātua o Kaipara confirmed early in the engagement
was run by Auckland Council during the development of
process that the application of Te Aranga Design Principles
the Rodney Greenways Plan (see Consultation Background
would be appropriate for this project and provided feedback
section) and formal consultation will be required during the
on place based applications for each principle.
(subsequent) design phase of the greenway. Furthermore,
During the site walkover the following values and principles
given that the Feasibility Study is not providing particular
were highlighted in reference to Kumeū river Huapai, to the
outputs that require formal consultation and is a continuation
Kumeū town greenway:
of the engagement process recently completed wider
• Kotahitanga - connecting the community to nature. For
community re-engagement was deemed neither desirable
greenways, awa, ngahere, means support and connection
nor productive.
with community, schools, conservation groups. All
collaborating to achieve common objectives.
Therefore the engagement plan involved working with local
• Whakapapa - the holistic starting place of any project.
iwi who were interested, various Auckland Council family
• Taiao - attention to a detailed planting plan assisting
internal stakeholders, and key community stakeholder
the combat of myrtle rust disease.
groups and individuals who have particular local knowledge,
• Mauri Tū - the mauri of the awa is diminished and needs
insights and passions related to the greenway and the site.
to be rebalanced - avoidance of any weed spraying
This engagement was critical to understanding various
beside the Kumeū river.
aspects of the site and the wider social, cultural and political
• Mahi Toi - Celebrate Mana Whenua connections to
landscape in which the greenway is nested.
the Kumēu river, using narrative. Māori use of ‘organic
analogies’ are the histories which establish the particular
relationship Māori have to all elements of Papatūanuku
(earth).

Community Engagement
Community engagement for the feasibility study targeted
key stakeholders with particular knowledge, vested interest in
this pathway and the location of the path, and/or individuals
and groups already active in local placemaking initiatives.
It was difficult to identify key community stakeholders
who were championing the development of this greenway.
Engagement with the Kumeū Arts Centre and the Huapai
HUB Convening Group indicates there is local community
support for the development of the greenway.
The primary methods of engagement have been emails,
phone calls, attending community meetings as well as site
visits discussing the characteristics of the site and how
these will affect the decisions around route alignment and
construction. Follow up emails and further meetings were
been organised as necessary.
Continual engagement with community organisations
already engaged in local placemaking and community
development is of vital importance to access valuable local
knowledge and to foster existing local support for the project.

Key Discoveries
•

Mana Whenua Engagement

Mana Whenua were briefed on the Rodney Greenways
Feasibility Study at the NorthWest Mana Whenua Hui run
by Auckland Council in Orewa on April 4 2018. Interested
iwi were invited to contact the consultants directly to
express their interest in being involved in the project. Ngāti
Whātua o Kaipara formally expressed their interest in the
Kumeū River Huapai, to the Kumeū Town greenway. A site
walkover with Pani Gleeson, representing Ngāti Whātua O
Kaipara, of the proposed Kumeū river Huapai, to the Kumeū

These key points have been applied to the Placed Based
Applications of each Te Aranga principle for the Kumeū •
Esplanade greenway.
The site walkover with Ngāti Whātua o Kaipara also inspired •
other design considerations which were not discussed during
the site visit but have been included in the placed based
applications based on follow up communications from Ngāti •
Whātua o Kaipara.

While community are generally supportive of the both
it is not obvious who in the local community might lead
or champion the development of the Esplanade Reserve
path.
Local iwi are interested in the water quality and riparian
restoration opportunities associated with this project
During the design phase further work is required to
ensure that the path can tie into the new residential
development path network in the new town centre.
Many internal council projects (primarily stormwater
related) that are in the pipeline have significant potential
to impact on the development of the Esplanade Reserve
path.

PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK

3.0
Landscape Framework

3.1 Landscape Framework Summary
This section covers a range of themes relevant to the site and
context. The investigations are organized into themes that
address a wide range of socio-cultural and environmental
considerations at the scale of the site.
A short overview is provided for each theme and
considerations for the development of the Kumeū River
Huapai, to the Kumeū Town Centre are covered. Where
necessary, strategic questions (qualitative questions) are
proposed that will need to be considered by decision makers
and/or community members before action is taken.
Areas that require additional detailed (quantitative)
investigations are also outlined. To aid with readability and
to highlight next steps, the strategic questions and detailed
investigations are presented in ‘call out’ boxes. The section
concludes with a summary of the sites spatial constraints
and opportunities and strategic strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats.
				
The landscape framework organises the Kumeū River Huapai,
to the Kumeū Town path into sections, each with their own
set of unique characteristics, opportunities and constraints.
These maps identifies the distinctive character of each zone,
the location of significant ecological and cultural features
and approximate alignment of the path. Key constraints and
opportunities are identified for each character area including
opportunities for application of Te Aranga Design Principles.

3.2 Regional Context
This maps shows the study area within its context of the
Rodney Local Board Area displaying the interrelation of
Huapai - Kumeū and their relatively close proximity to the
rural settlements of Waimauku and Riverhead.
Located 25 km north west of Auckland CBD, Huapai - Kumeū
are connected to the city by road and rail. SH16 connects east
to west through the area and is the Main Road connecting
Huapai - Kumeū, and Waimauku, travelling onwards north
to intersect with SH1 at Wellsford. The rail line follows SH16
for much of the study area, which is used for rail freight
transport.
The wider area is serviced by a network of country roads
traversing the relatively flat rural landscape. The Huapai
- Kumeū district is well known for its horticultural and
viticultural history and has become a popular destination for
wine, food and outdoor pursuits.
These traditionally rural towns have been identified in the
Auckland Unitary Plan as areas designated for ‘future urban
growth’. Pockets of subdivision are clearly visible in the
aerial base maps indicating that the residential expansion
and population growth proposed for the area is steadily
advancing.
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3.3 Kumeū Greenway Network, Socio-Cultural + Built Environment
Network Connectivity

Socio-cultural

The Greenway Plan for Kumeū River Huapai, to the Kumeū
Town presents a series of routes intersecting throughout
the neighbourhoods of both townships, including a circuit
of the rural urban boundary and a series of bridle paths. The
proposed routes extend into land earmarked for future urban
growth, providing a long term vision creating pedestrian/
cycle connectivity between established and future urban
neighbourhoods.

Historically Huapai and Kumeū are two small rural service
centres providing a variety of services and amenities to
the surrounding rural industries. Increasing commercial
expansion since the 1970’s has led the boundaries between
the two towns becoming increasingly blurred. Huapai and
Kumeū are now commonly regarded as one expanding
semi-rural community. Although regarded as one, there are
clearly 2 identified town centres shown on the map offering
a variety of services and amenities between them. Separated
River corridors and local streets have been predominantly by an expanse of land zoned for light industry, the only
chosen as future greenway routes providing links to recreation access between them is via Main Road (SH16), which has an
areas, local services and amenities. Beyond the township extremely high traffic volume.
boundary of Huapai and Kumeū, the proposed greenway
routes expand and connect into the wider greenway network The North Auckland Rail Line runs alongside SH16 on the
proposed for Rodney.
southern side of Huapai and Kumeū. This rail line services
freight only trains and imposes a barrier between the retail
service, civic centres to the new neighbourhoods being
developed on the southern side of Huapai and Kumeū.
The popular Kumeū Showgrounds are located at the eastern
entrance into Kumeū, providing a large open space used
for a wide variety local and regional events. The western
entrance into Huapai is flanked by large Open Space - Sports
and Recreation zone, Huapai Domain which is composed
of football and cricket fields, tennis and netball courts and
their associated clubrooms. Both Huapai and Kumeū have
a selection of retail and commercial businesses within their
town centres. Huapai has a more civic presence with the
inclusion of the local library, arts centre and historic tavern.
Currently the anchor between the towns is the recently built
New World Supermarket located on the Kumeū edge of the
light industrial area. Huapai has most of the educational
facilities, including one primary school and plans for a future
primary school located within the Huapai Domain.

Built Environment
The built environment of Huapai and Kumeū reflects the
rural service nature of the towns history. A small selection
of historic buildings are still present, the oldest being the
Huapai Tavern built in 1883. The light industrial heart of
Huapai and Kumeū dominates the built environment and
displays a mixture of prefabricated warehouses, factories,
carparks and their associated plethora of signage.

Design Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Existing stands of Totara trees could provide good
locations for pause / rest areas
Flooding
Water quality
Public safety - lighting, clear site lines
Rubbish containment and collection areas

Strategic Questions
•

•

How can additional connections to the Kumeū River
greenway be planned for the future to increase
connections and usability of the path?
How can the Kumeū River greenway be promoted
to preference the route as key link to various
destinations within the neighbourhood?

Detailed Investigations
•
•
•

•

Geotechnical Investigations
HAIL report - Investigation into contaminated soils
Land access negotiations - R.O.W easement
agreement or land acquisition required to complete
path through section where no esplanade currently
exists.
Water quality testing - River pollution level testing/
monitoring
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3.4 Kumeū’s Environment + Natural Hazards
Environment

Natural Hazards

The landscape surrounding Huapai Kumeū area is renown
for its agriculture, horticultural and viticultural industries for
over 80 years. The fertile flat land is nestled between the
foothills of the Waitakere Ranges and the beginning of the
Riverhead Forest. An extensive river system extends from the
Kaipara Harbour, branching throughout the rural landscape
and the urban edge of Huapai Kumeū.

The main river impacting the Huapai Kumeū area is the
Kumeū River. Water quality based on measurements taken
from the Macroinvertebrate Community Index score,
retrieved from LAWA (Land, Air ,Water, Aotearoa), indicates
water quality of Kumeū River is classified as ‘poor’ and is
described as having ‘probable severe pollution’.

Tall well manicured hedges, used as windbreaks between
rural properties, provide a distinctive character to the area.
In recent years a number of large farms have been subdivided
into lifestyle block sized properties, and substantial new
residential subdivisions.

Kumeū River runs through predominantly agricultural and
horticultural land. Public access to Kumeū River is available
at the water quality sampling site, and some restoration
has taken place along streams banks, but the river remains
unsuitable for recreational use due to lowered water quality
and a lack of walkways or exercise areas.

The river system around Huapai Kumeū provides a natural
landscape of esplanades and bush corridors. To the north, the
landscape gradually steepens developing into the foothills
of the Riverhead Forest, providing a variety of locations for
outdoor adventure sports.

Auckland Council GIS maps indicate Huapai Kumeū as being
within a floodplain, and has a plethora of overland flow paths
branching into many of the local neighbourhoods. The main
natural hazard concern for Huapai Kumeū will be extreme
storm events which may cause frequent flooding.

Auckland Council GIS maps identify a number of forest and
regenerating ecosystems around the edges of Kumeū River
within the subject site of the pathway.

Design Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Existing stands of Totara trees could provide good
locations for pause / rest areas
Flooding
Water quality
Public safety - lighting, clear site lines
Rubbish containment and collection areas

Strategic Questions
•

•

How can additional connections to the Kumeū River
greenway be planned for the future to increase
connections and usability of the path?
How can the Kumeū River Huapai, to the Kumeū
Town greenway be promoted to preference the
route as key link to various destinations within the
neighbourhood?

Detailed Investigations
•
•
•

•

Geotechnical Investigations
HAIL report - Investigation into contaminated soils
Land access negotiations - R.O.W easement
agreement or land acquisition required to complete
path through section where no esplanade currently
exists.
Water quality testing - River pollution level testing/
monitoring
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3.5 Kumeū River Greenway | Existing Conditions
The Kumeū River path connects the Huapai town centre
through to the New World and Kumeu central development
(currently under construction). Oraha Road, The library and
service centre and the Arts centre form primary destinations
at the Huapai town centre end. New world, Kumeu central
and the existing Kumeu shops form primary destinations
at the Kumeu end of the proposed site, Main Road and the
new town centre (to New World) along the Kumeū River.
The proposed route can be separated into 3 key components:
the primary path along the Esplanade Reserve from the
northern end of Huapai River Reserve walkway near Oraha
Road along the river to New World; an existing road corridor
with attached footpath extending from Main Road to Kumeū
Esplanade Reserve as a secondary access point for the path;
and Oraha Road to the main road through the Huapai River
Reserve walkway. Each area has a unique characteristics and
qualities.

The primary route from the northern end of Huapai River
Reserve near Oraha Road along to New World is a riparian
corridor along the river edge. This route is a highly modified
riparian margin surrounded by mixed native and exotic
vegetation. While this section of the path is significantly
modified its character is primarily ‘natural’. Both the river
and the surrounding ecology are degraded and could be
described as neglected.

The third component of the proposed route connects Oraha
Road to Main Road through the Huapai River Reserve
walkway. This route already has an existing walkway through
it that also connects to the Kumeū Arts Centre, Kumeū Library
and Huapai HUB. The Huapai River Reserve is currently the
primary public open space in the Huapai / Kumeū township
area and as such is used by the community for a range of
social and recreational activities.

The existing road corridor route as a secondary connection
to the greenway provides access from Main Road to
the Esplanade Reserve along an existing road through
an industrial estate made up of several commercial and
industrial properties. The sidewalks along boths sides of the
road corridor do not connect all the way to the end of the
road and the proposed accessway to the path.
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4.0
Design Overview

4.1 Overview
The design overview outlines the path parameters, arranging
the Kumeū River Greenway into a sequence of sections,
each with their own constraints, opportunities and unique
characteristics. The set of maps as outlined in Chapter 5 Project Staging, identify the existing character of the area
and the indicative alignment of the path.

4.2 Proposed Kumeū River Greenway Route
The amended design proposed in this report has been
developed from priority route Kumeu River Greenway Path
(6) prioritised by the Rodney Local Board various routes
identified in the Kumeu, Huapai Waimauku and Riverhead
Greenways Plan. As shown on the plan, the entire greenway
route has been organised into three sections that allow for a
staged construction implementation.
The Huapai - Kumeū greenway follows the Kumeū River
from Oraha Road to the edge of Kumeu town centre. The
river has a history of connectivity from early Maori using it as
a portage route to the Kaipara Harbour. Over the years it has
been neglected, becoming overgrown and blocked.
Council ownership of the esplanade reserve along the route
of the proposed greenway is interrupted by one privately
owned property (222 Main Road) extending to the river
edge. In order to make the river path connection feasible
access an easement is required subject to landowner’s
permission as the northern side of the river inclines steeply
and is unsuitable.
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4.3 Core Design Principles
The following design principles have been formulated from
a collaboration of best walking and cycling standards, the
Auckland Design Manual, and the Local Path Design Guide
(March 2017). Together they are intended to work with the
Te Aranga Design Principles by providing more fine grained
direction to the development of Victoria Street greenway.

Safe

Accessible & Comfortable

Safety and a stress-free environment are core tenets of
achieving a successful local path. Conflict points such as high
vehicle numbers and high speeds should be minimised by
providing a consistent level of experience across the path
network. Crime prevention and enhanced social safety are
also key outcomes of well-designed local paths.

Paths infrastructure should be accessible for all users,
including children and people with disabilities. Considerations
include ample width, gentle gradients, smooth transition in
surfaces, and avoidance of high volumes of traffic that create
fumes and noise.

Connected

Enabling

Local paths should connect destinations such as residential
neighbourhoods, schools and universities, town centres,
transit stations, and bicycle facilities. They should seamlessly
connect to the wider transport network including express
paths. Additionally, these connections should be designed to
be easily navigated. Where intuitive design is unachievable,
clear and consistent wayfinding signage should be employed.

Iwi, local community and stakeholders should be engaged
early in the process to incorporate Te Aranga principles and
community driven initiatives. Local paths should integrate
with the existing streetscape and celebrate Auckland’s unique
character by responding to and incorporating elements of
the surrounding natural and built environment, heritage and
culture. Opportunities to include ecological function through
planting, water sensitive design, and low energy/low toxicity
materials should be integral to each Local path design.

4.4 Path Parameters
Design Strategy

1.8m WALKING TRACK

The cross fall of paths should be as flat as practical
What is a Shared Path?
A Shared Path is a wide, unimpeded path for walking while ensuring rainwater drains off the surface.
and cycling. They are designed to be safe for all users
and are typically 3m wide.
Proposed Standard
Given the expected users, the recommended classification
for walkers is Path - Urban Residential as defined in the
NZ Handbook for Tracks and Outdoor Structures (SNZ
HB 8630:2004) and the appropriate grade for cyclists
is Grade 1 as defined by the Cycle Trail Design Guide
prepared by the Ministry of Tourism

1m

Spatial Requirements
Design user envelopes proposed for a shared path are:
• Pedestrians 1500 mm
• Cyclist 1000 mm
• 500 mm user separation
The desired width of a shared path is 3 metres. The
desired width for a connecting path is 2 metres.
Path Offsets
Minimum Width
• Shared path zone - 2500mm at pinch points. Consider
lane separator markings in these areas.
• Minimum Offset
• The path alignment should allow for a minimum
500mm clearance from all existing site features
(existing trees, furniture, vegetation etc)
• All landscape elements (furniture, retaining, vegetation,
barriers, etc) along path edge must be offset a
minimum of 500mm from shared path zone.
Long Fall
0.5m
1:33.3 (3%) is considered the maximum desirable gradient
along the length of the path. Gradients of 1:20 (5%)
or greater are acceptable over short distances and are
preferable where strict adherence to maximum desirable
grade would result in deviation from straight or desired
route and/or would result in additional earthworks.
Cross Fall

0.5m

2m

0.5m

3m SHARED PATH

1m

1.5m
2m

0.5m

0.5m

0.5m
3m

1m
0.5m

4.5 Surface Strategy
The surface treatment of the path helps to determine the
accessibility, safety, comfort and experience of the Kumeū River
Greenway. It is also the key factor determining the durability, life
expectancy and maintenance requirements of the path.

EXPOSED AGG.

FRP BOARDWALK

10mm basalt chip mix. Mid grey (6% Oxide) matrix.
Lightly exposed aggregate finish. To be installed
over a compacted base and subbase to engineer
specification.

Specification of supplier, product and methodology
for FRP boardwalk TBC.

4.6 Hard Landscape Strategy + Greenway Structures
The hard landscape elements include all the constructed, built and
fabricated objects and structures that help to make up the Kumeū
River Greenway. They include bridges and boardwalks, barriers and
balustrades, retaining walls, street crossings, seating, signage and
path markings, and lighting if required.

STRUCTURES

HARD LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
FURNITURE

PATH MARKINGS
Picnic Table 8 Seater by Park Benches Limited
or similar. Bench Seat - Bench seats to be
constructed using matching timber species and
profile to that used to form the base of the
picnic tables. Refer to detail 51-34097-T108
for indicative construction detail. Detail to be
confirmed by structural engineer.

WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
Wayfinding signs provide users with direction
and distances to key destinations and are
placed at all entry and exit points and at
intersections and key “decision points”.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Drinking fountains will be located in node
areas where appropriate and will be a plant
mounted Street Furniture NZ LW Styleline
Fountain or approved similar, with brushed
stainless steel finish.

Path markings should be located at the
beginning and end of all shared paths, with
additional markings situated during any
intersects with other paths or streets and
regularly along the path to remind users of the
intended use of the path.

LIGHTING

BOLLARDS
Should lighting be required it should be lit to
a level of either P02 or P03. The post for the
lamp post should be a square hollow section
with flange connection to a ground planted
footing. Luminaire should be an LED type with
square housing to match the form of the lamp
post - both painted black.

Bollards will be designed as a bespoke element
with a predominantly timber finish. They
will be constructed using a stainless steel
supporting spine with timber cladding and will
incorporate a brushed stainless steel lockable
sleeve in areas where vehicle access is required.
Plant mounting will be used in all other areas.
Refer to detail 51-34097-T110 for indicative
construction detail. Detail to be confirmed by
structural engineer.

BRIDGES
Bridges to be constructed from either FSC
certified hardwood and/or treated pine timber
to the required treatment level for application
- H4 pine to be used for surfaces and H5 pine
for structure and footings. 316 stainless steel
hardware and fixings. 140mm x 40mm FSC
certified hardwood or H4 pine timber boards
to be used for deck surface with aluminium
tread inserts to achieve required slip resistance
coefficients. Spacing between decking boards to
be 6mm. Footings to be concrete foundations at
either end of all bridges and boardwalks. Timber
piled foundations to be utilized to support all
midspans.

RETAINING WALLS
Retaining walls will be integrated into the
slope above and/or below wherever the ground
cannot be recontoured to meet the surrounding
landform. Three retaining wall types are
proposed - timber piled retaining walls for all
non visible retaining walls down slope of the
path which should be concealed beneath the
path construction and visually screened using
vegetation where appropriate. For visible
retaining walls upslope for the path less than
1.5 meters high an in-situ concrete retaining
wall should be utilized. Retaining walls upslope
of the path greater than 1.5 meters high are to
be a timber piled retaining wall, stained black
with vegetation and climbing frames to visible
faces.

4.7 Soft Landscape Elements
The planting is organised into three categories - Mitigation
Planting, Long Term Enhancement Planting and Entry Feature
Planting. The Mitigation Planting is the planting that will be
completed following construction of the path in order to mitigate
any adverse environmental impacts, with a key focus on enhancing
ecological integrity. The Long Term Enhancement Planting can be
planted at any time after the path is completed as part of ongoing
improvement of the path and the open space it traverses through.
The long term planting can be delivered through various means,
including but not limited to contractor implementation during
path construction, local improvement projects and community
/ volunteer groups. The Long Term Enhancement Planting places
priority on amenity and functionality as well as ecological benefit.
All planting is designed to maintain and enhance the existing
biodiversity of the site and to create habitat for native wildlife
(invertebrates, herptofauna and birds).

ENTRY/EXIT FEATURE

VEGETATED BARRIERS
Vegetated barriers are employed in place of
a physical balustrade or barrier where the risk
of fall is less than 0.3m or a slope or batter
greater than 1:2 (50%).

Entry plantings to be designed and installed
in consultation with local interest groups to
provide a unique character and ownership
qualities of the greenway.

INFILL / BUSH EDGE
Long-term bush edge/infill planting will
provide a ‘buffer’ and transition zone
between existing bush areas and adjacent
pasture and open spaces as well as
augments existing vegetation adjacent to
the path by providing infill and understory
diversity planting. The bush edge/infill
planting should create conditions where
native plants can regenerate themselves,
so that eventually the planting can become
self-sustaining.

PATH EDGE

The path edge planting is any planting within
0.5m of the edge of the path that is not
grass or lawn. All planting in this area must
be low lying and resistant to the effects of
trampling as well as environmental stresses
such as drought and wind exposure.

RIPARIAN (FRESHWATER)
The riparian corridor is the area along the edge
of the stream and forms the interface with the
adjacent land. A combination of dense ground
cover vegetation and larger deeper rooting
vegetation is desirable for stabilising stream
banks and may assist in reducing erosion. Taller
vegetation shades the stream and may assist in
reducing or maintaining water temperatures.
Riparian vegetation also filters surface and
ground water runoff and creates greater
connectivity of terrestrial habitats. Riparian
zones also provide important habitat and
stepping stones for terrestrial wildlife.

4.8 Arts + Culture
Several opportunities for the integration of arts and culture into the
proposed path alignment have been identified by key stakeholders.
The following map indicates what and where these opportunities
exist.
Mana Whenua representatives have confirmed that Te Aranga
Design Principles are a useful and desired framework to use
(as a starting point) to identify and explore opportunities for
this project. During on-site conversations Mana Whenua have
identified multiple opportunities to apply Te Aranga Principles,
most explicitly through the principles of Mana, Whakapapa, Mauri
Tū, Mahi Toi and Tohu. During the design phase Mana Whenua
have indicated their intention to recommend placement of mahi
toi elements along the path.
Arts and culture along the proposed route can be expressed and
celebrated through a wide range of opportunities including both
stand alone cultural and artistic artefacts as well as through existing
or new infrastructure developed in associated with the design and
construction of the path. These include public art, community
art, iwi art, wayfinding, interpretative signage, infrastructure,
and ecological restoration. Examples of path infrastructure that
can integrate arts and culture are seating, drinking fountains,
boardwalks, junctions, bridge balustrades and lighting. Ecological
restoration elements should consider the re-establishment of
mahinga kai sites along the path where appropriate.
In parallel with Te Aranga Design Principles the various opportunities
for the integration of arts and culture have been identified under
the following themes:
•
•
•
•

Prominent Views
Social & Community Engagement
Ecological and Cultural Narratives
Mahinga kai

KEY

KEY - Te Aranga Design Principles
Opportunities for the
Integration of Arts and Culture

Mana - Rangatiratanga Authority
Whakapapa - Names & Naming

Mahinga Kai
Tohu - Wider Cultural Landscape
Social & Community
Engagement
Prominent views
Ecological & Cultural
Narratives

Taiao - Natural Environment
Mauri Tu - Environmental Health
Mahi Toi - Creative Expression
Ahi Kā - Living Presence

Mana Whenua have expressed interest in the naming the path. “Te
Ao Māori is a holistic approach and the starting place is always
whakapapa. It is the connection between humans and the natural
world, ecosystems, all flora and fauna; we are part of the system,
not separate. Everything has whakapapa, our world is built on it.
Everything comes from somewhere. It is holistic and integrated
and applied to many aspects of life.”

5.0
Project Staging

5.1 Overview
The project staging explores how each section can be implemented as a
stand alone path. As well as this, a detailed description of each section
is outlined, alongside further opportunities and foreseen constraints. Each
section is as follows:
Section 1 - Oraha Road to New World
Section 2 - Main Road to Esplanade Reserve
Section 3 - Oraha Road to Main Road

5.2 Kumeū River | Section 1 (Oraha Road to New World)
Oraha Road is the northern entry point into the Huapai
River Reserve walkway. The proposed greenway route is a
3m wide shared path which branches off the current Huapai
River walkway and crosses the Kumeū River to nestle into
the southern side of the rivers edge.
A Council owned esplanade reserve exists alongside the river
for much of the walkway, separating the river from the large
industrial area that lies between Huapai and Kumeū town
centres.
The vegetation on either side of the river edge is a thick
array of native and exotic trees, shrubs, weeds and grasses.
The landscape of the proposed alignment is generally flat,
consists of grassland/pampas and is free from any major
obstructions.
Council ownership of the esplanade reserve is interrupted by
one privately owned property extending to the river edge.
This area is planted with a thick grove of pine trees. Earmarked
for growth a ‘future urban zone’ in Auckland Unitary Plan.
The northern side of the river inclines steeply into semi-rural
privately owned properties, also being earmarked for ‘future
urban’ zoning.
The final section of the proposed route continues to follow
the river, however the esplanade becomes thinner and the
vegetation thicker, making the river difficult to appraise. A
combination of weed inundation and rubbish contamination
from neighbouring industries has reduced the present
landscape quality of this section of the river.
The proposed shared path terminates at the edge of Kumeū
Town Centre zone and reduces to a 1.8m footpath connecting
to existing supermarket and future retail locales.
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Scope Statement
•

Section 1 - 3.0m wide concrete path (1.57km
long) including vegetation clearance and land
remediation. Proposed riparian planting.
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5.2 Kumeū River | Section 1 (Oraha Road to New World)
Existing Character
•

•
•
•

Opportunities

DRAFT CONSTRAINTS PROPOSED IN GREENWAYS PLAN

•

•
•

Grade along the esplanade reserve varies - investigate
feasibility for a 2.5-3m wide shared path. Path may need
to pinch down to 1.5m in certain areas
Connection is required to be the entire southern side
through the esplanade reserve or crossing will be required
to northern side. However, bridging would be costly. An
easement could be negotiated or the reserve acquired as
the site develops
Difficult location to get concrete to
Floodplain zone - gravel path would not be suitable
for heavy storm events. Boardwalk to be considered at
certain sections

ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public safety, clear site lines maximising public safety
• Future Urban Zone
Length of time to complete the greenway and keeping • Business-Town Centre Zone(New World Site)
the local community engaged in the process
LIMITATIONS

The vegetation on either side of the river edge is a thick
array of native and exotic trees, shrubs, weeds and
grasses
Site is generally flat, consists of grassland/pampas and
is free from any major obstructions
DRAFT OPPORTUNITIES PROPOSED IN GREENWAYS
Surrounded by industrial zoning throughout
PLAN
Major floodplain zone during peak storm events

Constraints

•

•
•

Thick overgrown vegetation enveloping Kumeū river’s
edge.
Privately owned land on river’s edge
Potential contamination of soil on river edge
Stability of river edge
Pollution
Access to river esplanade to clear vegetation and rubbish
Width of esplanade towards Kumeū end of walkway
Flood plain
Night lightning interfering with natural bio-rhythms of
surrounding ecology

•
•
•

Overland Flow Path and Flood Plain
No known Archaeology or instability issues.
Potential contamination issues relating to the use of
the Pinepac site.

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
A safer connection route for users as an alternative to
• Open Space- Informal Recreation Zone
the State Highway
• Connect to the proposed walkway to the new Kumeū • Recreational Trails are a permitted activity under H7.9.1
(A49) or Rule E27.4.1(A10) provides for “off-road
Central Development
pedestrian and cycling facilities” (Chapter E27 Transport)
• Removal of weed species, addition of riparian planting
as a permitted activity in all zones, subject to compliance
would improve local ecology
with relevant standards.
• Potential for the community to plant the stream banks
• Tree removal involving trees less than 4m in height and/
or less than 400mm in girth is permitted (otherwise
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Restricted Discretionary Consent is required under
E16.4.1(A10)).
• Unblock river of rubbish and overgrown vegetation
• Earthworks up to 1000m² are a permitted activity under
• Reduce impact of excess water flow
E12.4.1 (A3) & (A4)
• Improve water quality of river
• Vegetation removal within 10m of urban streams is a
• Return the mauri to the Awa of Kumeū
restricted discretionary activity under E15.4.1(A19).
• Provide safe public link from Huapai to Kumeū
• Stream/ Bridges
• Create clear site lines maximising public safety
• Allocate locations for signage, public art, seating areas • Bridge across rivers complying with the relevant standards
is a permitted activity under E3.4.1(A29). This will need
along walkway expressing local history and mana
to be further assessed subject to finalised design to see if
whenua narratives
it meets permitted standards of E3.6.1.14.
• Integrate mahinga kai into new planting
• Engage community into planting and the role of • E12.6.2(1) General Standards only allowed for less than
5m² or 5m³ of earthworks to occur within the riparian
guardians/kaitiaki of the river system
yard which is 20m either side for a rural streams. It is
• Enhance biodiversity and ecological connectivity through
assumed any bridge will likely require earthworks for
riparian corridor
establishing structural footing and will require Restricted
Discretionary Consent under Clause C1.9.2.
• Any vegetation removal within 10m of a rural stream is
a Restricted Discretionary Activity under E15.4.1(A19). It
AUP ZONING
is assumed based on the information provided this will
• Open Space- Informal Recreational Zone (site adjoining
require consent.
Oraha Road shown as Lot 1 DP 204544, Lot 2 DP
•
The bridge will be considered a new structure within
149696)
the 1 per cent AEP flood plain which is a Restricted
• Open Space-Conservation Zone (Along river)
•

Consenting Requirements

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Discretionary Activity under E36.4.1(A37)
Open Space-Conservation Zone
Recreational Trails are a permitted activity under H7.9.1
(A49) or Rule E27.4.1(A10) provides for “off-road
pedestrian and cycling facilities” (Chapter E27 Transport)
as a permitted activity in all zones, subject to compliance
with relevant standards is a permitted activity.
E12.6.2(1) General Standards only allowed for less than
5m² or 5m³ of earthworks to occur within the riparian
yard which is 20m either side for a rural stream. This will
be triggered due to the scale of the works.
Any vegetation removal within 10m of urban stream is a
restricted discretionary activity under E15.4.1(A19). Due
to the proximity to the adjoining stream, this will require
resource consent.
Any potential boardwalks will be considered a new
structure within the 1 per cent AEP flood plain and over
an overland flow path which is a restricted discretionary
activity under E36.4.1(A37) and (A42).
Future Urban Zone (Area along stream currently not
secured as esplanade)
Paths are a permitted activity under Rule E27.4.1(A10)
“off-road pedestrian and cycling facilities” (Chapter E27
Transport) in all zones, subject to compliance with the
relevant standards.
Any vegetation removal within 20m of a rural stream
is a restricted discretionary activity under E15.4.1(A16).
Due to the proximity to the adjoining stream, this will
require resource consent. The future urban zone is not
considered an urban zoning, hence why the large rural
riparian yard of 20m has been adopted.
E12.6.2(1) General Standards only allowed for less than
5m² or 5m³ of earthworks to occur within the riparian
yard which is 20m either side for rural streams. This will
be triggered due to the scale of the works.
Any boardwalk will be considered a new structure
within the 1 per cent AEP flood plain and is a restricted
discretionary activity under E36.4.1(A37).
It is noted the site of Pinepac was very likely to have
been used for uses for activities on the Hazardous
Activities and Industries List (HAIL) in relation to the
National Environmental Standards for Contaminated
Sites (NES:CS). Further work will need to be carried

SECTION 1 - 3.0m wide concrete path
BRUSHED
CONC. FINISH

•

•
•

•

out to establish if the works and use require consent in
relation to the NES:CS by a suitably qualified specialist.
It is noted that the Future Urban zone anticipates
comprehensive and planned urban development in the
future. It could therefore be assumed that an esplanade
reserve or strip will be secured as part of any subdivision
consent of this land.
Business-Town Centre Zone (New World Site)
Paths are a permitted activity under Rule E27.4.1(A10)
“off-road pedestrian and cycling facilities” (Chapter
E27 Transport) in all zones, subject to compliance with
relevant standards.
Assumed Earthworks of less than 1000m2 or 2500m3 are
proposed (otherwise Restricted Discretionary Consent is
required under E12.4.1(A4) and/or (A9)).

A

10mm basalt chip mix. Mid grey
(6% Oxide) matrix. Brushed
finish. To be installed over a
compacted base and subbase to
engineer specification.

NOT TO SCALE

Path Edge Planting

PLANNING CONCLUSIONS
•

•
•
•

Anticipated to require resource consent for earthworks
and vegetation removal within riparian and stream area.
In addition, any structure within a flood plain and in or
over an overland flowpath will require consent.
Ecologist and Engineer input will be required for the
stream works, earthworks and flood hazard components.
Arborist input will be required for any works within the
driplines of trees and large tree removals.
It is considered any such application is low to medium
risk subject to appropriate design methodology and
mitigation.

Land Ownership
•

Auckland Council (Local purpose Esplanade Reserves)

Next Steps

Infill Planting

Design Precedent

Riparian Planting

Investigations and Assessments required
• Marine & Ecological Assessment
• Topographical Survey of the stream and
embankment
• Geotechnical and land contamination testing
where path is proposed and adjacent to Pinepac
site
• Arboricultural Assessment
• Hydrology and Flooding Assessment
Design and Consenting
• Developed Design
• Assessment of environmental effects
• Resource and building consents
• Landowner approvals and land access/easements

3.0m

FLOOD PLAIN LEVEL
RIVER LEVEL

PATH
Section A 1:150

EASEMENT

5.3 Kumeū River | Section 2 (Main Road to Esplanade Reserve)
An existing road corridor with attached footpath extends
from Main Road to Kumeū Esplanade reserve. Proposed is a
1.8m wide footpath connection from Main Road to Esplanade
Reserve, which would effectively tie into Section 1.

Scope Statement
•

Section 2 - 1.2m wide concrete footpath
within AT road corridor (160m long)
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5.3 Kumeū River | Section 2 (Main Road to Esplanade Reserve)
Existing Character

Consenting Requirements

•
•

AUP ZONING
• Road Reserve
• Business-Light Industrial Zone

•

Light industry zoning on either side of the road corridor
Informal gravel path through the industrial site
surrounded by containers
Dense vegetation leading up to Esplanade Reserve

Constraints
•

Existing traffic servicing local industry interfering with
pedestrian safety

Opportunities
DRAFT OPPORTUNITIES PROPOSED IN GREENWAYS
PLAN
•
•

A safer connection route for users as an alternative to
the State Highway
Connect to the proposed walkway to the new Kumeū
Central Development

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
•
•

•

provides an alternative entry and exit path
Presents a precedent to consider future linkages into the
greenway as anticipated development reshapes Huapai
Kumeū.
Introduce street lighting improving pedestrian safety on
road corridor

LIMITATIONS
• Flood Plain

•

Works on the Light Industrial Pinepac Site has the
potential to be permitted subject to further investigations
by a suitably qualified contamination specialist.

Land Ownership

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
•
• Road Reserve
• Road Network Activities including paths are permitted •
under E26.2.3.2(A67).
• Assumed Earthworks of less than 2500m² are required
(otherwise Restricted Discretionary Consent is required
under E26.5.3.2(A106)).
• Tree removal involving trees less than 4m in height and/
or less than 400mm in girth is permitted (otherwise
Restricted Discretionary Consent is required under
E26.4.3.1(A92)).
• Road Network Activities within flood hazards is
permitted under E36.4.1(A53).
• Business-Light Industrial
• Paths are a permitted activity under Rule E27.4.1(A10)
“off-road pedestrian and cycling facilities” (Chapter
E27 Transport) in all zones, subject to compliance with
relevant standards.
• Assumed Earthworks of less than 1000m2 or 2500m3 are
proposed (otherwise Restricted Discretionary Consent is
required under E12.4.1(A4) and/or (A9)).
• It is noted the site of Pinepac was very likely to have been
used for uses that would be present on the Hazardous
Activities and Industries List (HAIL) in relation to the
National Environmental Standards for Contaminated
Sites (NES:CS). If Soil is to be disturbed, further work will
need to be carried out to establish it requires consent in
relation to the NES:CS by a suitably qualified specialist.
•
PLANNING CONCLUSIONS
• Works in the Road Reserve are anticipated to be a
permitted activity unless tree removal and earthworks
are greater than the permitted thresholds identified
above.

Auckland Council (Local Purpose Esplanade Reserve)
Private land, 222 Main Road, Kumeu Lot 2 DP60406
(permission for right of way access is subject to
consultation and negotiation)

Next Steps
Investigations and Assessments required
• Land contamination testing within Pinepac site
• Arboricultural Assessment
• Hydrology and Flooding Assessment
Design and Consenting
• Developed Design
• Assessment of environmental effects
• Resource and building consents
• Landowner approvals and land access/easements

SECTION 2 - 1.2m wide concrete path
Design Precedent

Path Edge Planting

B

1.2m

NOT TO SCALE

BRUSHED CONC. FINISH

ROAD CORRIDOR

Section B 1:150
10mm basalt chip mix. Mid grey (6% Oxide) matrix.
Brushed finish. To be installed over a compacted
base and subbase to engineer specification.

PATH OPEN GRASS AREA

Parkland Trees

5.4 Kumeū River | Section 3 (Oraha Road to Main Road)
Huapai River Reserve is attached to the civic area of Huapai
town centre and travels alongside the Huapai River. Presently
a modest 1.8m walkway traverses the park from two locations
on Main Road/SH16 to Oraha Road. To compliment the
proposed greenway along Kumeū River, it is suggested to
widen this existing walkway to a 3m wide shared path.

Scope Statement
•

Section 3 - Widen existing concrete path to
3.0m (385m long)
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5.4 Kumeū River | Section 3 (Oraha Road to Main Road)
Existing Character

Consenting Requirements

•
•

AUP ZONING
• Open Space- Informal Recreational Zone (site adjoining
Oraha Road shown as Lot 1 DP 204544, Lot 2 DP 149696)

•
•

Open grassland area surrounded by parkland trees
Kumeū River runs under the junction of the existing
concrete path and Oraha Road
Relatively flat area with narrow concrete path from
Oraha Road to Main Road (State Highway)
Kumeū Arts Centre and Library are located within close
proximity

LIMITATIONS
• Overland Flow Path

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
• Recreational Trails are a permitted activity under
H7.9.1 (A49) or Rule E27.4.1(A10) provides for “offroad pedestrian and cycling facilities” (Chapter E27
Transport) as a permitted activity in all zones, subject to
compliance with relevant standards.
Widening the existing path will disconnect commuters
•
Tree removal involving trees less than 4m in height and/
temporarily from using the current path until
or less than 400mm in girth is permitted (otherwise
reconstructed
Restricted Discretionary Consent is required under
Concrete access to the site will be difficult
E16.4.1(A10)).
Night lighting interfering with natural bio-rhythms of
•
Earthworks up to 1000m² outside the 10m riparian yard
surrounding ecology
are a permitted activity under E12.4.1 (A3) & (A4)
• Vegetation removal within 10m of a urban streams is a
restricted discretionary activity under E15.4.1(A19).

Constraints
•

•
•

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PLANNING CONCLUSIONS
Improve the user quality of the existing walkway
• Anticipated to be a permitted activity in both zones
Provide improved link into proposed greenway route
unless tree removal and earthworks are greater than the
from main Road/SH16
permitted thresholds above.
Clean up, remove clutter and debris in river
Improve quality of riparian planting within reserve
Reinstate mauri of the awa and the reserve
Install lighting into reserve
Consider public art and signage based on mana whenua
narratives
• Auckland Council (Local Purpose Esplanade Reserve)
• Private land, 222 Main Road, Kumeu Lot 2 DP60406
( permission for right of way access is subject to
consultation and negotiation)

Land Ownership

Next Steps
Investigations and Assessments required
• Arboricultural Assessment
Design and Consenting
• Developed design
• Assessment of environmental effects
• Resource and building consents
• Construction documentation

SECTION 3 - 3.0m wide concrete path
Design Precedent

Path Edge Planting

C

3.0m

NOT TO SCALE
RESERVE

BRUSHED CONC. FINISH

10mm basalt chip mix. Mid grey (6% Oxide) matrix.
Brushed finish. To be installed over a compacted
base and subbase to engineer specification.
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